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Abstract

 Debt, equity and dividend have been extensively investigated by researchers. This article will present some relevant 
explanations of those three parameters to explore whether there is a relationship among them. Debt and equity relate to 
financial policy whilst dividend is considered as payout policy. Although the financial and payout policies are different 
issues, this article argues that one policy might affect another because of the existence of information asymmetry, tax, 
transaction cost and agency problem.   

บทคัดย่อ

	 นักวิจัยได้ท�ำกำรศึกษำเกี่ยวกับหนี้สิน	ส่วนของเจ้ำของ	และเงินปันผลกันอย่ำงกว้ำงขวำง	บทควำมนี้มีวัตถุประสงค์เพื่อน�ำเสนอ
ค�ำอธบิำยทีเ่กีย่วข้องกบัควำมสมัพนัธ์ของทัง้สำมปัจจยันี	้หนีส้นิและส่วนของเจ้ำของเป็นปัจจยัทีเ่กีย่วข้องกบันโยบำยด้ำนกำรเงนิ	ในขณะ
ที่เงินปันผลเป็นปัจจัยเกี่ยวกับนโยบำยกำรจ่ำยผลตอบแทน	 ถึงแม้นโยบำยกำรเงินและนโยบำยกำรจ่ำยผลตอบแทนมีควำมแตกต่ำงกัน	
แต่กำรด�ำเนินโยบำยหนึ่งอำจส่งผลกระทบต่ออีกนโยบำยหนึ่งได้เช่นกัน	ทั้งนี้เนื่องจำกควำมไม่สมมำตรของข้อมูล	ต้นทุนกำรท�ำธุรกรรม	
และปัญหำตัวแทน

 Debt and equity (or capital structure) are important aspects for financial decisions within any company whilst 
dividend is considered as a payout policy of the firm. Financial and payout policies are likely unrelated issues. However, 
one policy might affect another. This article is to explore relevant explanations about those three parameters. The first 
section is to explain the relationship between debt and equity. Dividend policy is discussed in the next section. The third 
section is about debt, equity and dividend. The fourth section is debt, equity, dividend and contractual relationship.  
Conclusion is presented in the last section.

Debt and Equity

 Looking at a company’s balance sheet (Statement of Financial Position), the company’s value is made up from 
the combination of debt and equity, and equity can vary over time depending on market circumstances, e.g. share prices.  
However, the total value of debt and equity must equal total assets, which are on the other side of the balance sheet. In 
general, changes in the proportion of debt can alter the proportion of equity or vice versa while total assets are mainly 
measured by unchanged historical costs. The study of debt-equity issues therefore attracts researchers to investigate if the 
change in proportion of debt and equity could affect a company’s values, which would consequently affect shareholders’ 
wealth. One particular issue extensively explored in literature is dividend policy. To explain corporate dividend policy, bird-
in-hand theory (Gordon, 1959) recognized in the early period, suggests that shareholders would value companies, which 
pay out higher dividends. However, this theory is opposed by the irrelevance theory, which is a prominent theory and 
widely acknowledged by academics. The irrelevance theory explains not only dividend policy (Miller & Modigliani, 1961) 
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the levered company would fall while the value of the 
unlevered company would rise until the value of these 
companies becomes equal (Ross, Westerfield, & Jaffee, 
2005, 408). At this point, investors would be indifferent 
between both scenarios. Therefore, the value of the 
unlevered company equals the value of the levered 
company since both scenarios provide the same payoff at 
the same interest rate (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2006, 447).  
According to the theory, changes in capital structure are 
independent of changes in a company’s value and financial 
leverage does not affect shareholders’ wealth. This is because 
investors can replicate the effects of company leverage on 
their own by borrowing or lending on the same terms as 
the company. For example, if the levered company is priced 
too high, investors will just borrow on accounts to purchase 
shares in the unlevered company.
 In general, assets providing high returns should have 
high risks. The levered company is riskier than the unlevered 
company; therefore, the expected return on equity in the 
levered company should be greater than that in the 
unlevered company (Ross et al., 2005, 410).  MM proposition 
II says that the expected return on equity is linear in debt-
equity ratio because risk is increased by higher leverage.  
If the levered company decides to add more debt, the 
higher proportion of debt will increase the cost of the 
remaining equity capital because there are more risks on 
that equity. Investors’ required rate of return before and 
after adding more debt should not be different; the cost of 

but also expounds capital structure (Miller & Modigliani, 
1958).  
 Under perfect market conditions, the irrelevance 
theory, MM proposition 1 (Miller & Modigliani, 1958), suggests 
that changes in the proportion of capital structure do not 
change a company’s value; the value is determined by a 
company’s real assets.  For this, three conditions must hold:  
(i) outside parties have the same information that managers 
have, i.e. information symmetry; (ii) raising funds from debt 
is to pay equity, e.g. dividend or share repurchase, or raising 
funds from equity is to pay debt.  The company is not using 
the proceeds for any other purposes or the investment 
opportunity is fixed; (iii) investors can borrow at the same 
interest rate as companies. A company’s value consists of 
the total sum of debt and equity. Since the present value 
of this is the sum of the present value of debt and the present 
value of equity, the total sum should not be altered whatever 
combination of a company’s value, e.g. combination of 
long term and short term debt, preferred and common 
shares, or convertible and nonconvertible debt. However, 
a company’s value is not affected as long as investors 
undertake cost and receive payoff from either choice 
equally.1  The expected return in the levered company 
should be higher than that of the unlevered company 
because the former has higher risk levels. Rational investors 
would tend to borrow on account and invest in the unlevered 
company because the unlevered company’s share price 
is cheaper by the same payoff. In equilibrium, the value of 

1 Given a company’s capital structure with two scenarios, one is comprising of 100 per cent equity (E) and the other one is comprising of 
 50/50 per cent of debt and equity (DE), suppose that total number of shares in DE (= N/2) is a half of total number of shares in E (= N).  
 As DE is riskier than E, in general DE should have a higher return and a more expensive share market price than E.  At the same market 
 value, the number of shares with DE should be less than those of E. At a particular interest rate (I) and expected return (R), earnings per 
 share (EPS) will move from R/N to (R - DI)/N/2 in E and DE, respectively (where D = company debt). A company’s value will not be 
 changed by using either E or DE if investors pay the same cost and receive the same payoff.  Suppose that an investor had £100 in their 
 own account. If investing 20 shares in the company with E, the investor must borrow £100 (assuming share price = £10 per share) at I   
 per cent interest rate. Net earnings are (20*R/N) - (£100*I) at a cost of £100 (£200 - £100).  Since the share price in DE should be higher 
 than that in E, with the same cost £100, the investor can only invest 10 shares in a company with DE, net earnings are (10*(R - DI)/N/2).  
 After simplifying two payoffs, resulting that 100I = 20DI.  Where D = 50, then 100I = 100I. A company’s debt and share price should be 
 adjusted to meet equilibrium. Thus, depending on I, the theory requires that companies and investors should have the same interest rate 
 (Brealey et al. 2006, MM 1958, and Ross et al. 2005),
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equity (expected return on equity) therefore should be 
higher to match the increased risk.  MM proposition II suggests 
that the increase in the cost of equity is exactly offset by 
the high proportion of debt (Ross et al., 2005, 416). Thus, the 
value and overall cost of capital of the company are 
independent of leverage.

Dividend Policy

 During the 1950s and 1960s, finance theories 
attempted to explain the relationship between dividend 
policy and a company’s values. Bird-in-hand theory, 
proposed by Gordon (1959) and Lintner (1962), suggests 
that the value of a company increases when paying high 
dividends. This is because investors think that the dividend 
is less risky than the capital gain. They, in effect, prefer 
dividends and would value high dividend paying firms more 
highly.  However, this argument was later contested by the 
irrelevance theory, proposed by Miller and Modigliani (1961).  
The irrelevance theory suggests that dividend policy does 
not affect a company’s values under perfect market 
conditions.  
 Another outstanding theory in the early period is 
dividend smoothing theory proposed by Lintner (1956). This 
suggests that managers are not likely to increase dividends 
unless a company’s future prosperity is foreseeable and 
sustainable. This thought implies that dividend payouts are 
gradually adjusted. In the real world, MM propositions do 
not work efficiently since the market is less than perfect.  
Therefore, there are some arguments that challenge MM 
propositions. Firstly, if dividend and capital gains are taxed 
differently, investors would prefer the one with the lowest 
taxes. For example, the rate of taxation on capital gains in 
the United Kingdom is lower than the tax on cash dividends 
therefore, investors would prefer the capital gain (Dhanani, 
2005). Investors can also delay to paying capital gains taxes 
since taxes are paid when the shares are actually sold.  
Those investors who favour capital gains are likely to pay a 
premium for low payout firms that maintain their earnings 
rather than disburse them out as dividends. As a result, a 
low dividend payment will likely decrease the expected 

return on equity and increase share prices.  This suggestion 
is called tax preference theory.  
 Additionally, transaction costs are important factors 
for dividends and capital gains. Transaction costs are not 
incurred when dividends are taken whilst capital gains 
recipients are exposed to transaction costs.  The accessibility 
of information is another issue that opposes the fundamental 
assumption of the irrelevance theory. It argues that managers 
have superior information to investors. By this reasoning, 
managers may use dividend policy, e.g. by increasing or 
decreasing dividends, to convey information to the market.  
This would lead to an interpretation from investors and cause 
changes in the share price.  This approach is known as the 
signalling theory.  
 The other important issue regarding dividend policy 
is the relationship between managers and shareholders.  
The conflict between these two parties influences dividend 
policy since dividend payments may be employed to 
mitigate any agency problems between them. Another 
conflict domain may incur between shareholders and 
bondholders. Since dividend payouts can reduce 
bondholders’ claims, bondholders may use debt covenants 
to protect this risk by limiting a company’s dividend payment.  
This suggestion refers to the agency theory.         

Debt, Equity and Dividend

 Results from the irrelevance theory that capital 
structure is invariant to a company’s value can be extended 
to dividend policy. According to the irrelevance theory, 
changes in capital structure or financial policy relate to 
dividend policy because the theory assumes that raising 
funds from debt is for paying in only equity or vice versa.  
Thus, financial policy, e.g. debt-equity ratio, does not affect 
a company’s value; dividend policy should also be irrelevant 
to a company’s value.  From a balance sheet’s point of 
view, a company’s value should equal real assets (left-hand 
side of the balance sheet).  Whatever changes in debt-
equity ratio (right-hand side of the balance sheet), value 
in the left-hand side remains the same as long as those 
changes are used in either equity, e.g. dividends or debt, 
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e.g. interest payment. Nonetheless, in the real world with 
an imperfect market, tax, transaction costs, information 
asymmetry, and moral hazard exist. Static trade-off theory 
and pecking order theory explain that capital structure does 
matter. Companies that have high leverage in their capital 
structure tend to pay low dividends since they are obliged 
to pay a high level of other charges while there is no 
obligation to pay dividends. Companies that follow static 
trade-off theory and reach their debt capacity will not use 
more leverage for dividend payment since the increase in 
the distress costs of debt will exceed the increase in the tax 
benefits of debt. The company can finance equity instead 
by issuing new shares and paying cash received in dividends.  
This should be the case if the company has insufficient cash 
flow generated or no growth.
 Pecking order theory orders sources of financing 
from the lowest to the highest risk. Pecking order theory 
suggests that taxes are not essential in financial policy 
decisions. Equity financing is considered a riskier source than 
debt financing because of asymmetric information and 
transaction costs.  Equity financing is risky because investors 
receive a fixed return, e.g. dividends.  One may argue that 
companies are not obligated to pay dividends every year, 
which is true. However, companies generally attempt to 
maintain dividend levels. They may avoid financial distress 
costs from debt financing perhaps by new investment 
opportunities leading to cash inflow. In addition, from the 
notion that managers are better informed than investors, 
when companies issue new shares to raise funds, rational 
mangers would sell shares while rational investors might 
interpret that share prices were overvalued then investors 
would discount the offering prices leading to the fall on 
share market prices in overall. Using these reasons, Myers 
(1984) states that companies that follow pecking order 
theory tend to use debt financing before equity financing.  
Considering to dividend payouts, pecking order theory 
explains when firms choose to pay dividends but it does 
not indicate why firms pay dividends (Fama & French, 2002). 
Fama and French (2002) argued that with all else constant, 
highly profitable companies pay out higher earnings as 

dividends. However, dividend payouts have a negative 
relationship with investment opportunities and leverage. 
Thus, in the short term, but not in the long term, highly 
profitable companies should pay lower dividends controlling 
for investment opportunities (Aggarwal & Kyaw, 2003). In 
the short term, changes in net cash flows are absorbed 
mainly by leverage (Myers, 1984; Fama & French, 2002). In 
addition, Fama and French (2002) also argued that firms 
with low profitable assets in place, high current and future 
investments and high leverage, do not prefer dividends 
because financing investment with new risky securities is 
expensive.
 The above theoretical frameworks suggest that 
components in the company’s capital structure are related 
to each other, specifically debt and retained earnings.  
Debt could not only affect a company’s ability to use cash 
(e.g. paying interest) but also restrict a company’s 
involvement in some activities (e.g. paying high dividend) 
or debt has required a company to maintain a minimum 
level of financial ratios. In effect, a company’s dividend 
payout can be driven by debt. Through the required minimum 
level of financial ratios, some important financial data 
relating to dividend payment perhaps must be maintained 
e.g. retained earnings.  Thus, there should be the association 
of debt, retained earnings, and dividends. The effect of 
dividend policy on a firm’s capital structure can influence 
a firm’s value and investors’ wealth.  

Debt, Equity, Dividend and Contractual Relationship

 A well-known theory of the firm by Jensen and 
Meckling (1976) proposes that agency problems occur in 
a relationship between two parties. One party refers to an 
agent and the other is a principal. Agency problems occur 
when a principal transfers some decision making authority 
to an agent and the agent exercises this authority for their 
own benefits. Agency problems increase some costs borne 
by the principal or the agent, including monitoring cost, 
bonding cost and residual loss. The principal has to pay 
monitoring costs to monitor the agent, i.e. remunerations 
and any legal fees. The agent has to bear the bonding cost 
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to show that the agent exercises the decision making 
authority for principals’ interests. For example, the agent 
discloses accounting information to maximise principals’ 
interests. In addition, the principal is expected to reward 
the agent.  Therefore, the agent does not only bear bonding 
costs but also receives some benefits in doing so.  
 However, all costs cannot be eliminated. Residual 
loss occurs because the agency problem cannot be 
completely controlled by the contract.  The agency theory 
provides several ways to lessen agency costs. Jensen and 
Meckling (1976) suggest that there is no conflict of interests 
between managers and shareholders if the manager holds 
shares in a company, i.e. managers holding 100 per cent 
of shares in a company. In doing so, it is not costless, 
especially in a large company and risk or managers’ wealth 
is not diversified. Crutchely and Hansen (1989) suggest that 
managers will require high remunerations to compensate 
the poor diversification.  
 In some cases, managers have a good relationship 
with shareholders and the agency problems may not be 
serious.  Debt financing can reduce overinvestment (Jensen 
& Meckling, 1976). Instead of wasting cash, a company with 
high free cash flow finances high debt and uses free cash 
flow to pay interest. Therefore, managers are bound to pay 
interest rather than pay out cash to shareholders.  It should 
be noted that interest expenses are a tax deduction while 
dividends are not tax deductible. One function of 
shareholders is to monitor managers issuing more debt. If 
managers finance more debt, agency problems between 
managers and shareholders can be reduced.  
 We might, however, observe an increase in agency 
problems between shareholders and bondholders. For debt 
borrowing, managers act on behalf of shareholders. Agency 
costs are generated because of the conflict of interests 
between shareholders and bondholders.  Shareholders with 
limited liabilities invest in high risk projects. In turn, the 
investment harms bondholders’ asset securities.  Bondholders 
manage risk by adjusting debt contracts, i.e. increase interest 
or shorten the term of lending. Debt financing is associated 
with bankruptcy costs. Therefore, using debt financing to 

reduce agency costs is not costless.  In addition, companies 
following trade-off theory will relocate agency cost of equity 
(managers and shareholders) to agency cost of debt 
(shareholders and bondholders). Paying high cash dividends 
reduces agency costs (Easterbrook, 1984). If a company 
does not generate high profits but intends to pay high 
dividends, funds must be obtained from other sources, e.g. 
selling assets, borrowing, or issuing new shares.  
 Crutchely and Hansen (1989) suggest that paying 
high dividends can reduce agency costs because the 
opportunity to increase the number of shares has increased.  
When issuing more shares, a company will be overseen by 
external parties, i.e. the stock exchange or institution 
investors. The watchdog from external parties would bring 
mangers to act in line with shareholders. Easterbrook suggests 
that dividend payments lead to a third-party audit, e.g. 
the market or leverage buyout (Brealy et al., 2005, 871), 
which stimulates the manager to disclose information and 
reduce agency costs.  If the company has paid a dividend 
lower than the level expected from the market, other investors 
may force out managers by exercising some actions, e.g. 
taking over. Shareholders bear costs of external funds in 
relation to benefits they receive from dividend payments.  
For example, by adding debt to the capital structure, 
bondholders will take a role as principals. However, 
shareholders have to absorb the cost of using debt because 
the company must use some free cash flows for interest 
payment rather than using all free cash flows for dividends.
 In terms of accounting theory, Watt and Zimmerman 
(1986) developed positive accounting theory (PAT) by 
compromising between the notion of the efficient market 
hypothesis, which attempts to explain what accounting 
method suits companies and the agency theory, which 
explain the complexity of contractual relationships within a 
company. PAT assumes that in an efficient market, two 
parties are bound by contracts.  The contractual relationship 
occurs to assuage agency problems that may happen. 
Since debt is an obligation to repay, one means that 
bondholders can use to monitor the repayment is debt 
covenant, a legal contract generally indicating the terms 
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of the loan, the interest rate, and repayment information.  
In the covenant, bondholders may protect their risk 
possibilities by indicating restrictions for the company in 
engaging in specific activities.  The primary function of debt 
covenants is to mitigate default risk of bondholders after 
the debt is obliged (Ahmed, Billings, Harris, & Morton, 2000; 
Woodroof & Searcy, 2001) and to reduce the conflict of 
interests between bondholders and companies (Griner & 
Huss, 1995), leading to reduced debt-agency costs. Press 
and Weintrop (1990) and Smith (1993) classified that debt 
covenants can be divided to (i) affirmative covenants, 
which require the firm to do specified actions such as 
maintaining assets and financial ratios, or paying taxes, and 
(ii) negative covenants, which restrict investment or financing 
activities such as paying dividends, disposing assets or issuing 
additional debt.  The covenant and its restrictions are mostly 
based on accounting numbers (Duke & Hunt, 1990; Smith, 
1993). Debt-agency costs occur if the company tends to 
transfer wealth from bondholders to shareholders. Smith and 
Warner (1979) stated that there are four major sources of 
debt-agency costs that arise from the endogenous of 
investment, financing, and dividend policy.  
 One of these sources is dividend payment. Smith 
and Warner argued that bonds are issued and priced by 
assuming that the dividend payment rate is maintained.  
However, if a company raises the dividend payment rate 
or issues new shares, this will harm bondholders because a 
high dividend payment will reduce assets, e.g. cash. At the 
extreme, if a company had sold all its assets and used all 
cash for dividend payments, it would have left bondholders 
with nothing to claim. The same result would occur if a 
company had borrowed cash and paid all cash for dividends, 
so-called a liquidating dividend.  
 Shareholders obtain benefits from both cases while 
bondholders receive nothing. If a company has gone 
bankrupt, shareholders will only have limited liability. Claims 
may not cover debt. As a result, the excessive cash dividend 
can lead to wealth transferring from bondholders to 
shareholders. To minimize this risk, dividend restriction can 
be stipulated in the debt covenant and it is considered as 

one of the most frequent activities specified in the covenant 
(Watt & Zimmerman, 1986, 211). Dividend restriction is not 
only directly restricted by the covenant but also can be 
indirectly influenced by the minimum level of financial ratios 
specified in the covenant. For example, funds available for 
dividends (as they can be measured by retained earnings) 
may be restricted to use due to the fact that debt-holders 
have required a company to retain them. Thus, debt can 
influence a company’s retained earnings resulting in the 
limitation of paying out dividends.  This indicates that debt 
hypothesis does not explain only the relation between 
dividends and debt but also explains the association 
between dividends and retained earnings.  

Conclusions

 Overall, MM propositions explain that capital structure 
and payout policy do not matter in the prefect market. If 
capital structure does not change a company’s value, 
neither does financial policy. However, the market is less 
than perfect in the real world; there are various costs relating 
to financial policy. Therefore, financial policy alone does 
not matter but other factors, e.g. tax, transaction cost, 
information asymmetry, or moral hazard, do affect a 
company’s value. In addition, it is more likely that the 
components in the company’s capital structure are related 
to each other, specifically debt and retained earnings.  
Debt could not only affect a company’s ability to use cash 
(e.g. paying interest) but also restrict a company’s 
involvement in some activities (e.g. paying high dividend) 
or debt has required a company to maintain a minimum 
level of financial ratios. In effect, a company’s dividend 
payout can be driven by debt. Through the required minimum 
level of financial ratios, some important financial data 
relating to dividend payment perhaps must be maintained 
e.g. retained earnings.  Thus, there should be the association 
of debt, retained earnings, and dividends. The effect of 
dividend policy on a firm’s capital structure can influence 
a firm’s value and investors’ wealth.  In terms of accounting 
perspective, if accounting choice exists, companies will 
favour the accounting method that provides them with 
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auspicious results.  Regarding debt hypothesis and dividend 
payment, in some situations the company may have to 
harmonise the interest between dividend recipients and 
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